Introduction
In general many three-and multi-dimensional data sets are indexed by t wo or more spatial variables and one time variable. Due to the limited number of sensors, e.g. of a CCD chip, the support for those signals is limited in space, but not necessarily in time. This leads to data-streams that have to be processed online", or frame by frame. As a consequence the recurrence direction of IIR lters should be oriented in time to minimize the delay b e t ween the input and output sequence. When using arbitrary designed recursive lters, in general a complete three-dimensional convolution is to be performed. To reduce the lter complexity, they may be designed by spectral transforms 4 to make use of e cient implementations. However the resulting recurrence direction might not be the time axis and the procedure is therefore not suitable for stream-processing applications. This paper presents an implementation structure for recursive three-dimensional digital lters, based on the lter design presented in 1 , which yields either recursive or non-recursive lters. Especially the recursive design results have t wo i n teresting properties: the recurrence direction is oriented parallel to one coordinate axis e.g. time axis in data-stream processing, and the transfer-function itself is composed of separable systems. These properties can be exploited to build up the whole three-dimensional system, using only spatial shifts and time-directed one-dimensional recursive lters.
Filter Design
For the understanding of the implementation structure it is helpful to summarize the employed lter design method, which is based on 2 , and described in detail in 1 :
Given an arbitrary desired frequency response D x ; y ; t , with spatial frequencies x and y , and time-frequency t , w e can express this function by an in nite series using the two-dimensional inverse 
H 0Ly (z t ) with z x;y = e j x;y : 4
Filter Structure and Symmetry Properties
The de nition of the re-composed transfer function in equation 4 leads directly to the proposed implementation structure, which can be simply described by a parallel connection of separable systems, composed of a delay in both spatial dimensions, and the previously designed one-dimensional IIR lter. 
Stream Processing With Variable Complexity
As a result of the lter design process the quality in conjunction with the complexity of the lter improves with an increasing number of parallel sub-lters. I.e. the spatial support of the total lter increases. As the lter approximations of equation 3 are performed independently, w e are able to discard those lters with outer spatial positions, like using a spatial window, by loosing quality o f t h e composed lter. This may be used for applications where the trade-o between quality and computational speed has to be adjusted. Furthermore it can be applied to circular symmetric lters, where a circular spatial support saves about 20 of the lters with only little loss of quality Figure 2c .
Examples
To illustrate the trade-o between computational e cency and the lter quality, w e implemented a three-dimensional velocity lter that separates fast propagating from slow propagating waves. for the ideal frequency-responses of the sub-lters. J 1 denotes the Bessel function of rst kind and rst order. describes the border-velocity" in pixels per frame, and was set to 2.
As a test sequence a superposition of three di erent planar waves was generated. Each w ave function is a cosine, weighted by the Gaussian function:
1. slow propagating wave 0.2 pixel per frame, propagating angle: -60 o to be attenuated 2. medium propagating wave 1 pixel per frame, propagating angle: 25 o to be attenuated 3. fast propagating wave 4 pixels per frame, propagating angle: -30 o This sequence was ltered by t wo di erent recursive v elocity lters:
Filter A was designed with a square spatial support L = 4, and was therefore described by 1 5 di erent recursive systems, each of them with degree 8. This corresponds to gure 2b. Filter B was also designed with a spatial support of L = 4 , h o wever with a circular spatial support according to gure 2c, and therefore needed only 10 di erent recursive systems of degree 8. Figure 3 left shows the input sequence in steps of 10 frames. On the right the corresponding output frames for the applied lters are displayed.
Conclusions
With the proposed implementation and the lter design, presented in 1 , a very simple parallel structure for digital 3-D IIR lters can be described. For saving computation time, it is possible to reduce the number of parallel systems without re-designing the lter. As our research showed, the most time consuming part of lter design is the approximation of the one-dimensional recursive lters equation 3 which is not optimal for the present state. The most time consuming part of ltering lies in the application of the 1-D recursive lters. Therefore further investigations have be made on a better design of the 1-D recursive lters.
